
Nanodiamond4-Car paint 
 

Invisible and extremely strong non-stick surface protection, Scratch Resistance up to 12H, Anti-Graffiti effect 
Self-Cleaning surface , Fire and Acid high protection 

 
NANO4LIFE EUROPE L.P. is proud to present for the first time in the worldwide market its new and highly innovative range of nanotechnology products made by 
Nano particles extracted from diamond: NANODIAMOND Series. 
 
For making this dream comes true, 2 whole years of thorough research and consistent hard work in combination of our close cooperation with A.I.A (Aerospace 
Industry Association) led us to invent and construct the absolute one and only product of such unique qualities and so far ahead technologically advanced.  
 
Our NANODIAMAND product range succeed under latest technology extraction techniques to incorporate an invisible layer of diamond Nano-particles on the 
car’s surface for protecting it effectively the car paint from scratches, acids, dirt of any kind and all the possible surface damages may occurred. 
 
You will be impressed by the extraordinary shiny outcome of your car look, same as the one of a diamond, after implementation of the NanoDiamond4-Carpaint. 
The most astonishing fact is that your car will look exactly as blinking shiny as the day you bought it and for many years to come. 
 
Additionally, after covering your car with the NanoDiamond4-Carpaint, you will enjoy both the hydrophobic effect of the product and its invisible coverage which 
will give to your car the highest possible resistance to scratches. Your car will always stay clean as the dust and any nasty dirt will not stick on the surface any 
more. Upon cleaning your car only with water you will notice the lotus hydrophobic effect of the water forming drops and just roll over the surface dragging along 
with it all the dirt. 
 
Just coat your car with the edge of nanotechnology # 1 product and enjoy full protection of its anti-graffiti effect, the simplicity of cleaning it only with water and 
feel the confidence of confronting every daily possible obstacle even the fire! 
  
Nanodiamond4-Carpaint 
 
After coating your vehicle with the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint a multi-layer coating forms and within minutes the thickness of the paint coating can be substantially 
increased. This creates an additional super protective invisible coating which functions as outer armor preventing any scratch from your car from at a resistance 
scale from 9H to 12H. 
 
Definition & Measurement of Scratch Rresistance  
 
The Pencil Hardness test is the worldwide definition for determining the scratch resistance of a coating surface by using pencils to scratch the surface and rate 
the scratch resistance in relation to that pencils hardness and other materials of similar hardness.   
 
The specification 9H to 12 H hardness is a rating on the Pencil Hardness Test, commonly used by manufacturers of clear and pigmented surface coatings.  The 
higher the number of H, the more resistance of a surface to scratches. 
 
Upon implementing Nanodiamond4-CarPaint on your vehicle, you immediately transform its color to completely durable to the scratches at a scale of 9H to 12H.   
The difference in H scale varies on the layers used on the car’s surface. So, additional layers allowing a thicker / harder film that will increase its scratch resistance 
to your vehicle. 
 

➢ 1 layer coating succeeds 500 Nano thickness and 9H scratch resistance ,  
➢ 2 layers coating succeeds 1000 Nano thickness and 11H scratch resistance,   
➢ 3 layers coating succeeds 1500 Nano thickness and 12H scratch resistance 

Surfaces on which Nanodiamond4-Carpaint can be applied: 

➢ Cars 
➢ Buses 
➢ Trains 
➢ Bicycles 
➢ Helicopters 
➢ Airplanes 

Advantages of using the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint 

• Scratch Resistance (Above 9H-12H) 

• 10 years Permanent Protection  

• Anti-Graffiti 

• Color protection against fire 

• Easy and Self-cleaning  

• High hydrophobicity, 

• Colour protection from UV radiation  

• Weather resistance 

• Advanced Chemical (Acid)  Resistance 

• 100% invisible sealing protection.  

• Frost resistance 

• Protects against ice 

• High Gloss Finish 

• High temperatures resistance up to (up to 1200°C) 

• Anti- corrosion and anti-oxidant effect 

• Resistance on chemical compounds influence 

• High paint glow, 

• Covering does not submit to a wash (ex. in the car wash), it can be removed only by paint polishing. 

• Saves the environment and money by reducing  the use  of chemical detergents by up to 90% 

 
 



How to use Nanodiamond4-Carpaint 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: For achieving the highest possible results upon coating your car, please read carefully the below instructions and follow them closely. 

 
Place of product implementation  
 
You will achieve the optimum results if you coat your car in close inner space. If you cannot implement the product in close space, please mind that there aren’t 
windy weather conditions and there isn’t possibility of rain for the next hours after coating your car with Nanodiamond4-CarPaint. The treatment of the target 
surface should be carried out under ambient conditions and between 10º C and 40º C. 

Surface preparation 

 
➢ Before implementation please check that there aren’t scratches or imperfections on your car surface. If there are, it would be wise to fix them before 

coating with the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint because after you implement the product, their restoration would be difficult to be done. The Nanodiamond4-
Carpaint can be removed from your car surface only by mechanical means. 

➢ Please wash thoroughly your car with your usual washing method and be sure that there aren’t any wax or polishing and chemical detergents residues 
that professional car wash companies usually apply during washing. If any chemical substance remains, the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint will not be 
integrated in the car color. It will stuck on the substances and within a short time period will vanish by leaving a protection gap. 

➢ After this careful and thorough car cleaning process, it would be even better to sprinkle it with isopropyl alcohol or Nano4-Preclean and rub it with a 
microfiber cloth for removing all chemical remaining from the washing. 
CAUTION: The Nano4-preclean it is not a stains removal cleaner and it is used only of Glossy surfaces. For more info about Preclean please download 
the pdf file. 

➢ In case that the implementation will take place in external space, please be sure that no dust exists on the car’s surface, as well as no humidity or water 
on it and it is 100% dry. 

Implementation  

 
1. Please be sure that the aluminum bottle containing the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint is sealed. 
2. Acquire a microfiber or a non-absorbing cloth that leaves no fabric fibers. 
3. Open the bottle. CAUTION: For safety purposes, please keep the product away from children. You will notice that the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint has the 

distinctive smell of ammonia so if this disturbing, please wear a medical face mask.  
4. Divide the car’s surface in your mind in small areas of 30x30 cm. 
5. Place the cloth on the open bottle mouth and turn the bottle upside down for 2-3 times in a row so the product to wet the cloth. With the wet cloth spread 

and coat the product on every 30x30 cm surface and then rub with cyclic movements and intensively until you notice a shiny outcome on the surface. 
 

Important Notices 

 
a) If you desire to increase the resistance to scratches from 9H to 11H as well as your car’s surface shiny effect, please repeat the same coating process 

within 5 minutes time after the first implementation. If you desire to increase the resistance to scratches from 11H to 12H as well as your car’s surface 
shiny effect, please repeat the same coating process within 5 minutes time after the second implementation. 

b) In the case that you actually decide to increase the resistance to scratches from 9H to 11H or 12H and the shiny effect, don’t coat the entire car with 
the first coating and then to apply the second and third coating because you will achieve the desirable outcome. If the first coating will dry on the surface, 
the next layers will not be absorbable. So, please coat first the one door, after the other door, then the car hood etc.  

c) Please be very careful on the application for not leaving coating spaces as the whole process is actually invisible. 

Coating stabilization time  

 
✓ Surface under coating will be water stable after 12 hours approximately. 
✓ Before this time span, please focus on keeping the car away from any water or wet conditions. 
✓ You can accelerate the 12 hours curing time to 15 minutes by heating the surface at 80o C with a heat gun. 
✓ The complete coating stabilization takes place after 5 days.  
✓ Within this time span, isn’t wise to clean your car with chemical or mechanical means. 

Protection duration  

Protection of the surfaces that the Nanodiamond4-Carpaint has been applied, reaches up to 10 years, provided that the placement of the product has been 
made in accordance with the instructions.   

Consumption 

✓ With  5ml   you can cover up to 1 m2 of 500 Nano thickness and 9H resistance to scratches  
✓ With 10ml  you can cover up to 1 m2 of 1000 Nano thickness and 11H resistance to scratches  
✓ With 15ml  you can cover up to 1 m2 of 1500 Nano thickness and 12H resistance to scratches  
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